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ON LINEAR TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF
//'  ON SPACES OF HOMOGENEOUS TYPE

PAUL F. X. MÜLLER

Abstract. Let (X,d,ß) be a space of homogeneous type. Let B = {x e

X:p{x) = 0}, then p(B) > 0 implies that Hl(X,d,ß) contains a comple-

mented copy of //' (<5). This applies to Hardy spaces Hl(0Q,d,u>) associated

to weak solutions of uniformly elliptic operators in divergence form. Under

smoothness assumptions of the coefficients of the elliptic operators, we obtain

that Ml(0il,d,cu) is isomorphic to H{(5).

INTRODUCTION

The motivation for this work was the investigation of linear topological prop-

erties of Hardy spaces H (<9ß, d, oj) associated to weak solutions of uniformly

elliptic operators in divergence form

1,7 = 1 '   X J '

where a{ fx) are bounded real measurable functions on a Lipschitz domain ß

(cf. [J-K,F-J-K, C-F-M-S]).

In particular we are interested in the question whether these Hardy spaces

are isomorphic to the dyadic Hx (6) space (cf. [Ma]).

As usual one breaks up this problem into two:

Problem A. Does H (dQ.,d,œ) contain a complemented copy of H (ô)1

Problem B. Does H (S) contain a complemented copy of H (dQ,d,co)l

By Pelczynski's decomposition method, a positive solution to A and B im-

plies that H (dQ,d,o)) is isomorphic to H (â).

The positive solution to Problem A is obtained as a Corollary to our Theorem

1.4. Theorem 1.4 applies also to H^(Sn) (cf. [W]). Hence it gives Wojtaszczyk's

result that H (ó) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of H^fS ) with-

out using Alexandrov's result on inner functions in Bn .
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464 P. F. X. MULLER

(For n = 1 the above-mentioned result is due to Maurey. There E. M. Stein's

multiplier theorem for H (D) functions is used in an essential way (cf. [Ma,

§2].)
The solution of Problem B is obtained in the following way. First we show

that H (<9ß ,d ,a>) is isomorphic to a certain space // ,(ß, <y) of continuous

martingales.

Then, by Lemma 2.16 and Proposition 2.13, the probabilistic methods of

Maurey (cf. [Ma, §§3 and 4]) (see also Wolniewicz [W]) allows us to show that

//'(ß,a>) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of H (S).

Acknowledgement. It is my pleasure to thank Tomasz Wolniewicz for introduc-

ing me to his work [W] and the ideas behind it.

1

Definition 1.1. Let (X,d,p) be a space of homogeneous type [C-W, p. 587].

A function a e L (X,p) is an atom for (X,d ,p) if j adp = 0 and if there

exists a ball I c X such that suppa c / and H^H^ < l/p(I) ■

Remark. For any homogeneous space (X,d,p) there exists a quasimetric m

on X x X, equivalent to d, such that (X,d,p) is a normal homogeneous

space of order a, and such that the atoms for (X,d,p) are the same as for

(X,m,p). More precisely, there exists C > 0 such that each a e L (X,p) is

an atom for (X,d,p) iff C-a is an atom for (X,m,p) (cf. [M-S-2, pp. 272,

273]). Normal homogeneous spaces of order a are studied in detail in [M-S-l,

M-S-2]. From now on we will work with (X, m , p),

Definition 1.2a. Fix feL2(X,p). Let

Wf\I//1 (x m u) = mM^Z l^iI: tnere exists a sequence of atoms a.

for (X,m,p) such that f = ^2^A I -

If no such sequence exists, we let ||/||//i(A- m „) = °° ■ Then

H\x,m,p):={feL\x,p):\\f\\H{{Xmii)<œ}.

Remark.  H\X,d,p) and HfX,m,p) are identical (cf. [M-S-2]).

Défini

Then

Definition 1.2b. Let </> be a function on X ; let / be in L (X ,p). Let a = | .

L((p^,m):=snp\^X]-^:x,yex\,
{   m(x,y) J

f(x) := supp | - J  f(y)4>(y) dp(y):s > 0, and

supple B(x,s),L(4>,ä,m) <s~a ,\\(/>\\    < 1
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where B(x ,s) = {y e X ,m(x ,y) < s} .

f(x):=sup\fs(x)\.
s>0

The main result in [M-S-2] gives

Theorem 1.3. There exists C > 0 such that for every f eL (X ,p) we have

çWfWw(X,m,ti) - H/  Wv(X) - C\\f\\Hi(X,m,ß)-

For later purposes we single out a special subset of X namely: B = {x e

X:p({x}) = 0}.
The result to be proved in this section is as follows:

Theorem 1.4. If p(B) > 0 then Hl(X ,m,p) contains a complemented subspace

Y which is isomorphic to the dyadic H (S).

Example 1.5. Let p be the counting measure on Z, m(x,y) = \x- z\, x ,y e

Z. Then (Z,m,p) is a normal homogeneous space of order 1 which does not

satisfy p(B) > 0.

Examples which satisfy p(B) > 0 will be discussed in §2.

Remark. Our strategy is as follows: We want to construct a system of functions

fnj: X —► R, which is equivalent to the Haar system in H (ô). Then, exploiting

the fact that fnj can be chosen (almost) biorthogonal, we will use the orthogonal

projection to show that span{/n/} is isomorphic to a complemented subspace

of Hx(X,m,p).

We use the assumption p(B) > 0 to show that in X there exists a "fat"

collection & of balls, which behave (practically) like a subcollection of dyadic

intervals. Inside each ball in A? we will find two collections of disjoint balls,

%\,%ï (Q &) which cover two disjoint sets of (almost) the same measure

(Lemma 1.9). Moreover for each ball K c 9 we will find a function aK

which serves as a good substitute for the characteristic function of K. (aK can

be written as the sum of functions with a known Lipschitz constant (Lemma

1.12)).

Lemmas 1.9 and 1.12 allow us to define functions gx , g2 such that gx - g2

behaves like a Haar function (Lemma 1.13). A crucial consequence of our

construction is that \gx-g2\ and (gx-g2f have (essentially) the same support.

Lemma 1.6. Let (X ,m,p) be a homogeneous space. Let B = {x e X:p({x}) =

0}. If p(B) > 0 then there exists a family AA? of balls in X such that:
(6a) I ,J e%, InJ ¿0 implies I c J or J c I.

(6b) I C J implies p(I) < p(J)/2.
(6c) p({t e X: t lies in infinitely many I e &}) > 0.

Proof. First we observe that B coincides with f)n(jx&BB(x,2~"). Suppose

not, then there exists a sequence {xm} e B such that limx^ = x and x $. B.

That means p({x}) > 0. In particular xn / x for all xn . On the other hand,
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by [M-S-l, Theorem 1] there exists rx > 0 such that B(x,r ) \ {x} = 0—a

contradiction. The construction of & will be a consequence of the following:

Sublemma. For each ball I c X and r\ > 0 there exists a finite collection

^ = {Cf of pairwise disjoint balls such that

(a) qcl,    p(C,)<p(I)/2.

(b) p((Br\I)\uCi)<2r1p(Bnl).

Proof of the Sublemma. Fix ¿ > e > 0 depending on t] and X .

StepO. For x e I(lB , we have 0 = p({x}) = lim p(B(x ,2~")). Hence for each

x e I f)B there exists a ball Bx c / with center x such that p(B ) < p(I)/2 .

Let êAQ := {Bx:x e ID B} . ê?0 is an open covering of I (IB.

By the Vitali Wiener covering lemma [C-W, p. 623] there exists K, depend-

ing only on (X,m,p), and a pairwise disjoint sequence AT0 = {Dm} of balls

in g?0 such that

[j(4. K)DnDBnI.

Here (4 • K)Dn denotes the ball with the same center as Dn but with radius

4A times bigger than that of Dn . This implies

oo . .

E^Dn)>-A^E^4K^^Dn))>f^K^BnI).
n=\ C C

Here C denotes the doubling constant of the homogeneous space (X,m,p).

Finally we choose nxeAV such that

E^Dn)>-^-p(Bnl).
n=\ 2C  K

Next we choose Cn c Dn , balls of a slightly smaller radius such that

p(Dn \ Cn) < \p(Dn). In particular

p(Cn\Cn)<erp(Dn).

Cx, ... ,Cn   are the first n, elements of W.

To prepare our next step, we let Ex := {x e B n T.x <£ IJ Cn} , Ex := {x e

BnT.x $ {JC,,}- First p(Ex \Ef < \p(IOB). Second

p(Ex)<p(Êx)<p(InB)-J2p(Cn)

<p(inB)-^i-^jJf/p(Dn)

<p(inB)(i-(i
2J2C4K.

Step 1. For  x  e  Ex, there exists a ball   Bx   c  Ex ,   x  e  Bx, such that

p(Bx) < p(I)/2 . This implies in particular that Bx n (U Cn) = 0 . Let

f, = {Bf.xe Ex ,Bx c Ex ,p(Bx) < p(I)/2}.
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F, is an open covering of Ex . Repeating the argument of Step 0 we obtain a

collection 3¡x = {Dn} of pairwise disjoint balls such that for n2 large enough:

f2p(Dln)>p(Ex)-^.
n=\ ZC

Next choose c\ c d\ such that p(D\ \ C\) < sp(Dln). Then Cn¡+j := C) ,

j < n2 are the next n2 elements of £P. Again for

E2:=ixeEx:x $\Jc\,    È2 := (x e Ex:x <£ \Jc\

we have

p(Ê2\E2)<ep(Ex),

p(E2)<p(É2)<p(Ex)(l-(l-e)

After Step p we have constructed pairwise disjoint balls C.,... ,Cm .   . „
1 H ]■+"** "T Up

and sets Ex, ... , E   , ; Ex, ... , E   , such that for 1 < j < p

(DÉjCEj^cÉ^,

(2) p(Ëj\Ef<ep(Ej),
(3) p(Éj)<p(BnI)(l-l/4C4Kf,

(4) (If)B)\[Jl+f+njCi = (Êx\Ex)U---o(Éj\Ej)uÊj.
((3) follows from the assumption 0 < e < \ A)

Let Ô = l/4C4K . Then (1) and (4) imply that

p((lnB)\    (J 'c^^eíl-^-' + íl-^'Wn B).

sFinally, we put e = rj ■ |  and for p big enough the result follows. Here ends

the proof of the sublemma.

Now we proceed as follows: Choose a ball / such that p(Bf)I) > 0 and put

Gx = {1}. Suppose we have already constructed Gx, ... , G , , then we first

choose Zj > 0, Je Gp_x such that YJey < 4~p .Fix Je G , and apply the

sublemma to ey and (J n B). We denote the resulting family by GfJ) and

put G  = UJ€G _ GX(J). Moreover, we have

p(BnGp_x\Gp)<p(Bf)I)4-p.

Finally & = (JpGp satisfies (6a), (6b), and (6c).

Notation 1.7. Let E c X, % c ^, / e & be given. Then we denote

EC\% = {J eW:J CE},    g*=\Jj,
Je?

a(^) = {teX:t lies in infinitely many K e %}.
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Later, we reserve the letter a for o(2?).

GfI) = {JCI: Je 3?,J maximal},    Gn(I) =     (J     GX(J).
J€G„-i(I)

For each / we have G*(I) D G*n+x(I) and of) I = f| <?*(/) • We say that / e &
lies below f iff

(a) Ici",

(b) for each J e ê' with 7 n / ^ 0 we have 7 D /,

(c) if /' e & satisfies (a), (b) and /' n / ^ 0 then /' c /.

For sets F, G c A we let

m(F,G) := inf{m(x,y):x eF,y e G}.

Lemma 1.8. Let K be a ball in (X,m,p), e > 0. Let I (c K) be a ball in X

with center xQ and radius r. Then there exists a ball J c I, x > 0 such that

p(I\J)<s and m(J,Ki)Zl)>x.

Proof. First by inner regularity there exists s < r such that

\p(J(x0,s))-p(I)\<€.

Next fix zxe J , z2e Knil. We have m(xQ,zx) = s-ô and m(x0,z2) = r+r¡

for some positive r¡, S+ . Then, invoking that X is of order a :

(diamA) ~am(zx ,zff > \m(zx ,x0) - m(z2,x0)\

= \s -a - (r + rj)\> \s -r\.

Hence t := (\s - r|/diamA _Q) '" is the right choice.

Lemma 1.9. Let K be a ball in X with p(K n a) ¿ 0. For e > 0 there exist

x > 0, finite collections of pairwise disjoint balls %?. c 3? such that

(9a) m(rxX2)>x,

(9b) m(gf,lK)>x,

(9c) p(g'x*u^f)>(l-E)p(Kr\o),

(9d) \p(ëAx*)-p(êAf)\<ep(Kno).

Proof. By Lebesgue's theorem on differentiation, there exists I ■ e AÂAA n K, pair-

wise disjoint such that

/i(^,-n<T) /. \
-2_2>(l-e),   „((J/.\*na]<«.

Let y be a finite subcollection of {/} such that p(J^*) > (1 -e)p(\JIj) ■ Fix

I eJ". For large n there exist finite disjoint ATX(I), 32(I) C Gn(I) such that

\P(AT*(I)) - p(I n a)\\ < ep(I),      je {1,2}.
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Next choose K e 3¡(J).  There exists a ball K' c K with m(K~' ,ZK) > 0,

p(K \ K1) < ep(K).   Next we choose n   e N large enough and obtain for

K' n Gn, := g(K), the following estimate, \p(K' no)- p(g"(K))\ < ep(K).

Finally, we put

r, := (J   U  z(K)    r2 := y   (J  ¿t(a).
íes Ke&t(i) i€J" Kes2(i)

Taking into account that J*", 3fl) are finite families, we are done.

Remark. We know now how to construct a "tree of sets" in X and we wish

to associate "Haar functions" to this tree. The most obvious choice would be

to take consecutive differences of characteristic functions as "Haar functions"

(cf. [Mü, §2]). However, for technical reasons, we have to introduce certain

approximations of characteristic functions. This approximation procedure is

explained in Lemmas 1.12 and 1.13.

Definition 1.10. Let / be a ball in X with radius r and center x0. Then f,

is defined as follows:

where
' 1 if m(x,x0) < r2,

g(x)=l 2-^^i    if^<m(x,x0)<r,

. 0 if m(X ,x0) > r.

Remark 1.11. There exist C > 0 and r\ > 1 such that for each /

H/JL < C p({x el:f,< {}) < np(I),        j ffx)dp = p(I).

Moreover, we have the following: x, y e I implies

\ffx)-ffy)\<2(^y.

Indeed,

\f,(x) - f,(y)\ < 2\(m(x ,x0) - m(y ,x0))\

^ <■>   i      \«    \-a ^ ~,(nT.(x,y)\a
<2m(x,y)  -r      <2l—v       ; I .

Lemma 1.12. For e > 0, K e A?, there exist m. < m, e N, 3? c G   (K)u
1 I fYl\ K       '

• • • U GmfK) such that for aK = £{/}: / G TÍA} we have

(12a) p({xeK:aK(x) <f}C\o) <ep(Kno),

(12b) p(KC\o)= ( aKdp,

(12c) KIL<3.c.
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Proof.

Step 0. Choose n0 e N such that p(G* (K) \ o) < f. Put

g0(x) = ^{fL(x):LeGno(K)}.

Taking into account that L,ll e Gn (K)  implies L n L' = 0 we see that

p({g0<j}no)<t1p(Kno).'0 ^ 2J

Step 1.  E0 := {g0 < j} n K. Next choose nx > n0 such that

p(Gf(E0)\o)<e/42,

£, :={x6«0Wu,W< 5Jn*

and again

p(Ex n ex) < ¿î({x e £0: £, < 5} n er)

< rjp(E0 no) <r¡ p(Knit).

Step Â:. Choose n^. > nk_x such that

M^(^_!)\(T)<ß/4t+1.

Then,
Let gk = E{ff Le Gnk (Ek_x)}. Next, let Ek = {x:(g0 + - ■ - + gk)(x) < I}nA.

p(Ek no)< p({x eEk_x:gk<f}no)
k+\

< t]p(Ekx no) < t]    p(Kno).

Let k e N be big enough and put / = ¿~2¡=0 g, ■ Then

aK(x):= r„„fji..p(Kntr)
fix)

S fix) dp1

is the right choice.

Lemma 1.13. For I e &, e > 0, there exists t0 > 0, / e N such that for

I > I there exist collections of balls «¡* c \Jf=i Gk(I), j e {0,1}, positive real

numbers cK, K e i* with 1 < cK < C such that for g. := 2~2{/kck:K e %fi

the following holds:

(13a) //(<ur0*)> (l-e)p(lno),

(13b) m(W;,%f)>x0,

(13c) m(^/,C/)>T0,      je {0,1},

(13d) || gQ- J gx\ <£/.(/),

(13e) /í({|g,+<?2|<i}ncr)</i(/ntT)e,

(13f) II^IL <C,       7 €{0,1}.
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Proof. First apply Lemma 1.9 to obtain finite collections of pairwise disjoint

balls 2AX ,AT2 c & and which satisfy (9a), (9b), (9c), (9d). Next fix Je N, such

that J eATj, KeGj, InK¿0, imply J D K. To / > 7, K e AT* n G, and

e > 0 we apply Lemma 1.12 to obtain aK(x). Summing up we obtain

íjW = EWW:^ín6,}

which satisfies (13d), (13e), (13f). gj := AT] n G, satisfies (13a), (13b), (13c).

Suppose / can be written as a sum of functions like (gx - gf). Then the

behavior of its maximal function /* can easily be analyzed.

Lemma 1.14. Let {If be a sequence of pairwise disjoint balls with center {xf .

Let {ff be a sequence of continuous functions such that \f\ < C ■ x¡¡ > and

\ffdp <e,7i(/,).
I Ji,

Then for f =Ylf¡ we have the following estimate

(f)fx) < a(U7;) wpiidiamj/r^'imi/j.x) < 2r}

+ {J2Ei) •sup{p(If-r~K.m(Ij,x)2r}.

Proof. To estimate (f)fx) we choose 4> such that supp0 c B(x,r),

L((f),â,m) < r~" , \\(f>\\    < 1 . Then

ff+*?llfM-«xj))+jtfj«*j
j        j Jij j ¡j

< diam(//,r s./i(/.).C
{j:m(Ij ,.Y)<2r}

+ (X)£i) ■^P{n(IJ)-m(IJ,x) < 2r}.

Remark, (a) Let m(x, (j If) = x > 0. Let / be as above, and assume p(\J If) <

1 . Then sup .p(l.) < à , and r > r0 implies

(/)rW<(l+E£;)
IS" l    s

max <-, —
Kro   ro

(b) r < | implies (f)fx) = 0.

Lemma 1.15. Let S? be a family of balls in X which satisfies (6a)-(6c) of Lemma

1.6. Then there exists C eR+ such that for any sequence en > 0 there exist:

(i) finite collections of balls {%nf, n e N, 0 < í < 2" - 1.

(ii) real numbers cK e R+ , K e êAnj with cK<c, such that for

fnj-' EM** G K+l, 2,} -Z{CKfK--K*K+l,2i+l}
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the following holds:

(15.1) fn j is supported on a subset ofgf ;       ||/n/| 1^ < C.

(15.2)

(15.3)

P({\fni\<\}na)<p(8'fina)-en.

(a) for each r > 0 , x <£ %*ni implies (fnffx) < en ,

(b) there exists tn | 0 such that for r0 := 1 , rn := tn_x/2 ,

and x e X the following holds: (fn ffx) < en for r>rn,

var{fnfy):yeB(x,t)}<sn, t<i„.

if   fJ   Jm ,iJn ,j min{en,em}.

(a)2-n/C<p(gfi)<2-"C,

0» K,2i U C. ,2i+1 C K,i and K,i n Kj = 0 for i ï h

L € Wn ., K e£m j,L c K implies m < n.

Le%m j andm<n, implies p(Lni**,) < p(L) ■ 2~" ■ 2m ■ C.

(15.4)

(15.5)

(15.6)

(15.7)

Proof.

Step 0. Choose / € & with p(I n o(&)) > p(I)/2 and p(I) < I, rQ := I .

Then for e0 > 0 there exists r0 > 0, JeN such that for I > I there exist

(i) finite collections of balls

oo

êAXj(I,l)c{jGk(I),        ; €{0,1}.
k=i

(ii) real numbers cK e R+ , K e&x   (/,/) with cK < c such that for

Siji') :=£{/*<*:* €=«;,,.(/,/)},      7e{0,l},

the following holds:

(a) M^0(/,/)U^*,(/,/))>(l-e)/i(/n(7),

(b) m(rxsfl,l),    <,(/,/)) >T0,

(c) w(«^(/,/),C/)>t0>

(d) lliij(/)lloo^c.

/,,o(0-/,
£,,(/) < £0ß(I),(e)

l y      ' y

(f) Mte, ,o(0 + gx ,,(0 < 3} n a) < //(/ n tr) • e0.

Finally, we choose lQ e N such that
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and let

/oo^W'o)-*.,.^)'    «lj:-«lj(/.W.       ;'G{0,1}.

For y¿ 0 there exists i0 > 0 such that for t < t0, x e X :

^r{f00(y),yeB(x,t)} < eQ.

Step n. We are given AEAn ¡., tn_x> 0, en > 0 and rn := tn_x/2 .

Fix J e & below Ê'ni. By Lemma 1.13 there exist t(/) > 0 and / e N such

that for I > I we find:

(i) finite collections of balls %>n+x 2i+fJ,1) contained in (JfcL/ Gk(J).

(ii) real numbers ^eR+, K e l?n+1 2i+j(J,1) such that for

¿ry(/,/) = £{V*:tf€r,,+li2l.+, (/,/»

and

the following holds:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

p(AQUAx)>(l-en)p(Jno),

m(A0,Ax) > x(J),

m(A],Zj))>x(J),

ll^(/,/)IL<c,

\jg0(JJ)-jgx(JJ) <enp(J),

p({gx(J,1) + g2(J J)) < k}nci) < ^p(J no).

Finally, we choose l(J) such that

f\ — l(J)"       —5+1    -,-/(•/)«        / r,-5+l    /,-/(/)        / nl
max{2 .r„      ,2 • t(7)        ,2   l'-r(/)}<en.

We execute this construction for every J below <fn .. Then we put

xn = min{T(7): J below gnf} ,    ln = max{/(7): J below r„ .} .

We let

/„,, := E^o^O - *,(/,/„):/ bdow r„,},

«Ui ,2,+ . := IK+i W ■ '„):J below «i/>-

One should remark that the first component in max( , ) which defines l(J) is

needed to ensure (15.3)(b), whereas the second and third component take care

of (15.3)(a). We will use them to obtain the majorization

/
s\xp(f)dp<C Eflm«A«.

H'(S)
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Finally, we choose tn < tn_x such that for x e X

var{fn fy):yeB(x,t)}<en,       tetn.

Verification of (15.1 )—( 15.7): Except for point (3) everything is clear: Fix

fn j : Let {/.} denote the balls in S? which are i?n ( ; then fn . has the following

representation: fn ¡ = J2fk where f is supported on a subset of /  and

m(snppfk,Zlk)>xn,    Jfk = ekp(Ik),    H/JI^^C.

Hence x <£ %Af t implies m(x, \JIf) > xn . By Lemma 1.14 we have

(/„,,)rW=0   forr<rn/2,        (fnJ)r(x)<en    forr>xJ2.

(This follows from our choice of ln  in Step n A)   3(a) is thus verified.   3(b)

follows again by the choice of ln and the estimates in Lemma 1.14.

Proposition 1.16. Let {(EAn¡ } and {fn f satisfy conditions (15.1) to (15.7) of

Lemma 1.15.   Then span{/n (.}  in H (X)  is isomorphic to a complemented

subspace Y of H\X), where Y is isomorphic to Hl(ö).

Proof. Given a finite linear combination f =Y]am .f     we have to show that
j j        L^t    m ,jJ m ,j

there exists C > 0 such that

Efl«A¿ <
HHâ)

< C J2am,jhm,l
W(S)

We start with the right-hand inequality.

Case 1.  x $. U„ U, Ki then by (15-3)(a) for each r > ° »

(/)rW<(E2m£W)SUPlV,l-

Case 2. x e L^U,-^,*- There exists (m,j) such that x e %Afm j). If x fi

HnU^i* then there exists a minimal dyadic interval (m0,j0) such that x e

AÈA,       , . Fix r > 0, and choose n e N such that r„,. < r < r„ . Then by (15.3)
C"o,Jo) 1+1  — n v '

if x e n„ U ̂ ,* • Tben we simply get

max(n ,mo)

/   ■■ m ,jAm ,j
m=\

(^) + (Eem2m)sup|amJi-^0;

(/),(*) ^ / j    m ,jJm ,j

m=\

0+(Eem2m)sup|am>,|^

The left-hand inequality supff)fx) > supnsuprn<(</o(/)r(x) by (15.3)(b) this

expression is bigger than

sup Í2am,jfm,fx)
m=0

- [Hem2)SUP\am,MKo(x).
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Hence we obtain the minorization: (using (15.2), (15.5)(a), (15.5)(b))

|sup(/)f(x)>||x:^AJj|//1(1-Eew2m)-c-

It remains to check that span{/n (.} is isomorphic to a complemented subspace

of Hl(X). We do this by verifying the following

Claim 17.
g:BMO(S)   ->   BMO(X)

K,i -        fnj
is bounded.

Proof of Claim 17. Fix {ani } e R and let f = J2a„ ¡f„ ,-• BY construction,

this sum may be written as / = Y^,bK(fK ■ cK) where cK is given by Lemma

1.13. Let f :=\JK,i • For A G ̂  we let f(A) = (n, i) iff K e %ni. Hence

bK equals ag,K). Fix a ball I c X and let

£j := {A G f: diam(A) > diam(/) and KnI ¿0},

E2 := {K e f: diam(A) < diam(/) andKnl ¿0}.

Let <f denote the maximal subsets of E2 . It is clear that p(^T") < C • p(I)

and E2 = (ÈA n J2-*. For k e N0 we also introduce:

E\ := {L e £,:diam(/)2* < diam(L) < diam(/)2fc+1}.

Independent of k, the cardinality of Ex   is bounded by a constant only de-

pending on X (cf. [C-W, p. 624]. This uses also that ?cf and the fact that

X is normal).

Finally, we let

fj = H{bK(fK-cK)'-K^ Ejh      J e {1,2},

and let x0 be the center of /, x e I. Now we estimate (using Remark 1.10)

\ffx)-fx(x0)\< £ cK\bK\\fK(x)-fK(x0)\
KeE¡

V^f    X'Vdiam(/)2V

<Ca sup 16^1 = Ca sup |«J.

Hence

(¿/^W-/iK))2^),/2^^yCasup|^|.

Next we consider f2 :

(/<«<fs(i(i;j>*Wf
í ( E /L (     E     /^«.j)2)"2 + ( E ¡AlAS-

xLeJrJL x {(m jy.(m j)çgr(L)} '   ' xLesJL '
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This inequality holds by 15.6

í  E      E
v¿&/{(m,;):(mj)C«'(i)}

s(E        E

1/2

■V,l    2\Jm,i

Let %(L) = (nL, if). Then this last expression may be estimated using 15.7)

by

E    E    m-2-m2+n^m>j
LeS {(m ,j)<z(nL ,iL)}

1/2

1/2

<c-p(S ) Eam,jhm,j

< (P(I) 1/2,

BMO(S)

■ C.

BMO(Ô)

This proves the claim (cf. [J, Lemma 1.1]).

Consider the operators

p:h\x)^h\x) /-E</'4>4/ll/Jl2-
i:Hl(ö)^Hl(X)   V,-/„,,.

By the first part of the proof, ||/||||i-1|| < C2. Note that P is bounded iff

\\(i~ P)'Wbmo(X) is bounded. But (i~ P)* coincides with j. Hence ||P|| <

||7'|| • C . Unfortunately P is not idempotent. On the other hand by 15.4 for

/G HX(X) the following holds

\\PPf-Pf\\<J2min{en,em}-2m.2n
m^n

By a standard perturbation argument, this is enough to conclude that i(Hl (a))

is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of H (X), provided em are chosen

small enough.

Here we describe a class of Hardy spaces to which Theorem 1.4 applies. Our

description will be rather brief and the reader is assumed to be familiar with

the references [P, J-K, C-F-M-S, and Ma (or W)]. We let ß ç R" be a bounded

Lipschitz domain, star-shaped with respect to 0. Let

d 0

mldxt\»*  'dXj
L= E^(an(x)
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be a uniformly elliptic operator with bounded real measurable coefficients (i.e.

there exists X e R+ such that for x e Rn and y e ß

i "
jM2< E aify)XjXj<¿\x\2.

i J=l

A function u in ß is called L-harmonic iff « is a weak solution of Lu = 0.

The general reference to elliptic operators in divergence form is [G-T, Chapter

8] and [C-F-M-S]). We let of denote L-harmonic measure for ß evaluated at

xefi. (to0 will be denoted by co.)

For y e 9ß, X > 0, B(y,r) := {z G Rn:\y - z\ < r} and A(y,r) :=

B(y, r) n dß. In [C-F-M-S] it was established that L-harmonic measure on a

Lipschitz domain ß together with Euclidean metric on <9ß form a space of

homogeneous type. More precisely they proved

Theorem 2.1. There exists n e R+ such that for all y e öß, r > 0 we have

co(A(y,r))>nco(A(y,2r)).

We may thus define the atomic Hardy space H (d£l,d,œ) as in §1.

Theorem 2.2. The atomic Hardy space H (<9ß, d, to) contains a complemented

copy of dyadic H] (â).

Proof. We wish to apply Theorem 1.4. It is enough to check that for each

x e 9ß: to({x}) = 0. Suppose to the contrary that there exists xQ e dQ with

(¿({Xq}) > 0. Now one constructs yn e <9ß, rn e R+ such that for m ^ n,

A(yn ,rn)n A(ym ,rm) = 0 and x0 G A(yn ,2rf). By the doubling property there

exists n > 0 such that for each n we have œ(A(yn,rn)) > rjto({x0}) which

contradicts the fact that to isa finite measure.

We now turn to the converse questions:

Is H (dQ,d,a>) isomorphic to a complemented subspace of dyadic H[(ô)1

To answer this question I was forced to search for different representations (or

descriptions) of Hl (dß, d, co). It will be shown here that (under continuity as-

sumptions of ((d/dxi)aifx))), Hl(dQ,d,co) can be identified with a certain

Hardy space //prob(ß,w) associated to diffisions in ß.

Finally, the probabilistic methods of B. Maurey [Ma] which were developed

further by T. Wolniewicz [W], can be used to show that //'(ß,C(;) contains

a complemented copy of Hl(ô).

The above-mentioned identification is done in two steps. We first consider

Hardy spaces associated to maximal functions. Fix Q e dd. Then T(Q) =

{x G ß: \x - Q\ < 2 dist(x, öß)} . We let u be defined in ß ; then Nu(Q) :=

sup{u(x):x e T(Q)}. Now we define Hl(£l,co) := [u:Lu = 0 and Nu e

Ll(dQ,co)}. In Theorem 8.13 of [J-K], D. Jerison and C. Kenig showed in

particular that the Banach spaces Hl(£i,co) and Hl(dQ,d ,co) are isomorphic.

Moreover, an explicit and natural isomorphism is given. As a consequence of
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this isomorphism the following description of the dual space of H (ß, to) is

obtained.

Let A = A(x, r) for some x e 9ß, r > 0. Let / be locally integrable with

respect to to and put

/ is said to belong to BMO(dQ,to) iff

supJtÄ)L{f-fJdw<00

where sup is extended over all "balls" A c 9ß. Then we have

Theorem 2.3 [J-K, p. 25]. There exists C > 0 such that for functions u,v on

dQ we have

Lu(y)v(y)dw < C\\u\\Hlçl     • IM|       ôn     .
on

Hl(Q,tof = BMO(dQ,to).

Hardy spaces associated to diffusions in ß. We let (Yt ,S?~t, X), P*) be a strong

Markov process with almost sure continuous trajectories, and with infinitesimal

generator extending L. Moreover, we demand that for any regular subdomain

fl'çii and any bounded measurable function f:dil' —► R we have

[ f(Y    dPx= f    f(z)dwxa,(z)
JZ " JdSl'

where t^, := inf{?: Yt £ ß'}.

Finally, we assume that for each x e ß, P*{Tn < oo} = 1. It is well known

that we may obtain such a Markov process provided the functions a-   are two

times continuously differentiable (see [0k, Dy, II]). Subsequently we denote P

by P and xQ by x. Now we are prepared to state

Definition 2.4. Let » be a function defined on ß. Then

u   :=sup|«(yTA,)|,
i>0

H¡mb(a,<o) = j«:ß^R:Lw = 0and   í udP>oo\

and we let

\u\\h>(si,co):= fudP.
probv ' 7£

H\ob(Q,to) will be (naturally) identified with 77 (il,to).  Again, for our

purposes any isomorphism between these two spaces would have been enough.

Theorem 2.5. There exists C > 0 such that for any L-harmonic function u the

following holds:

cMhuq^ - """"'(n.«») -c ' l|w|k„b(«-») •
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Remark. This theorem is an extension of a result of Burkholder, Gundy, Sil-

verstein (see [P, p. 36]). All ingredients of the proof given below are already

contained in the literature. The left-hand inequality in Theorem (2.5) may be

treated in the same manner as the right-hand inequality in [P, Theorem 4]. But

instead of elementary properties of the Poisson kernel for the unit disk, we have

to use the following result.

Theorem 2.6 ([C-F-M-S], see also [D-J-K]). There exists n > 0 such that for

each x e ß and for y0 e dil satisfying \x - y0\ = dist(x ,diï) =: s we obtain
wx(A(y0,s))>t].

If we use Theorem 2.6 properly, the left-hand side of Theorem 2.5 may be

proved as Proposition 2 in [W] (cf. also [P, pp. 37-40]). We only have to observe

Lemma 2.7. Let A c dil be closed. Let B c il be the sawtooth region above

A (see [D-J-K, p. 99]). Then for each x eil\B, wx$A) > Ô (where Ö is

independent of A,B or x).

Proof. Fix xeil\B. Let

E(x) = {ye dil: \y-x\<2 dist(x, dil)}.

E(x)nZA contains now a ball with radius comparable to dist(jc,dß) and center

y0 satisfying \x -y0\ = dist(x, dil). Hence, by Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7,

we get

wx(ZA)>wx(ZanE(x))>ô.

The right-hand inequality will be derived from (essentially) known results as

well. It follows from duality theorems for H (il, to) and HlTob(il,to). Subse-

quently we will only indicate how proofs in [P] have to be modified to give the

desired results.

Definition  2.8a. The  Greens  measure  of   Yt   with  respect  to   ß   at   x:

G(x) is defined by

r    rr(()

G(x,A):= /  /      xA{ys)dsdPx(cl).
JZJO

Remark. Let px fA) := Px{y¡ e A,t < x} then G(x,A) = ¡™pxfA)dt
(cf. [0k, p. 140])'.

Definition 2.9b. For x eil, y edil we let for n > 2

g(x,y):=en (\x-y\2~" - /    \z -y\2~"dwx(z)\ .

g(x,y)  is called the Greens function of ß.   For n = 2,   \x - y\2~"  and

|z-_v| " " are substituted by log|jc — y| and log|z — y|.

Remark. The connection between Greens measure and Greens function is given

by

G(x,A)= \ g(x,y)dy.
Ja
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Next we recall some

Identités 2.10. Let u,v be L-harmonic in ß. Then for x eil.

10.1)

(10.2)

L{±*$$k)»**->.<>

¿(Ça-

/   (u(y) - u(x))(v(y) - v(x)) dwx(y),
Jon

du dv

'Jdxidxi
ij ii

r«)

{y)g{x,y)dy

du dv=if(&«H'rfft

(10.3)      Ex((u(yf-u(yl)f\yl) = en-Ex
Edu dv

aAdxr^dx-^)ds y,

Remark. (10.1) is contained in [D-J-K, identity (7)]. (10.2) is a tautology using

the connection Green measures and Green functions. (10.3) follows from (10.1),

(10.2) as explained in [P, p. 86].

We will use identity (10.3) when necessary, otherwise we will use the argu-

ment of [P] as described there on pp. 89-91, to prove the following:

Lemma 2.11. Let u be a L-harmonic in il and let

^m,--(CfE^^sf\
Sao(u)(t;):=}im(SfuM).

Then there exists C > 0 such that

Í Sx(u) dP < C Í u* dP.

Lemma 2.12. Let u, v be L-harmonic functions in il with boundary values u,

v such that u(0) = v(0) = 0. Then

jj(xmx)dW < C./^oo(uWP-||is(/T (E%|^)(3^

Proof. We assume w(0) = v(0) = 0. Then by (10.1), (10.2),

A-u;(^m,l2^^r^r

^/„•(e^^-w-;

1/2

1/2

U(5>
dv dv

Ad~x;d~x;
(yt)Sfu)dtdP

1/2
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Following [P] we observe that the first factor equals

ft!«
Sfu)IIJIJO

and the second factor equals

•T  /    n

Using identity (10.3) we may treat both factors as in [P, pp. 94-95].

The argument needed for a proof of the next proposition is given by Jerison

and Kenig in [J-K, Lemma 4.14 and Lemma 9.7] and will not be repeated here:

Proposition 2.13. Let f eLA (dil ,to). Fix x eil, f(x) := ¡dQ f(Q) dwx(Q).

Then

\BMO(dil,w) •sup/   \f(Q)-f(x)\2dwx(Q)<
xenJoa

Lemma 2.14. Let u be L-harmonic in il with boundary values u in dil. Then

for t>0

■GT(edu du ,
y, <C||w"2 BMO-

Proof. By (10.3) we may consider

\\E(u(yf)2 -uüfüfW^^.K.

K < C\\u\\BMO if for each Gcß, /GR,

-\-f        E(\u(yT)-u(y,)\2\yt)dP<C\\u\\2BMO

which holds iff

pW) Ig {LHyx) ~ M(z)|2i/pZ(^) dfiW * Cll"l
2

BMO'

This is implied by the following inequality

sup/    \u(x)-u(z)\ dwz < C\\u\
ten Jail

2

BMO
teil Jon

which is true by Proposition 2.13.

Proof of Theorem 2.5 (right-hand side). Let U be a L-harmonic function in

ß.   By the Duality Theorem 2.3 [J-K], there exists v, L-harmonic such that

WvWBMO(oaM = ! and

u\\uun..,x= ¡ ilu(x)v(x)dw(x).
Jo

l_
^lltlll//l(Q,a;)
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where C is independent of u . Moreover, by Lemmas 2.12 and 2.14

1/2

/   u(x)v(x)dw(x) < f K*(£)</P(f)(sup f  (v(x)-v(y))2 dof'(x)
Jon Ji V yen Jdil j

< j u(Ç)dP(Ç) ■ C'

where C' is independent of v and u. Hence there exists C e R+ such that

Ml//'(n.tu) <C-\\u\\HL (QjW)
prob

When combined with [J-K, Theorem 8.14], Theorem 2.5, asserts that any state

prob
ment about the isomorphic structure of Hf .(il, ta) implies the corresponding

statement about the isomorphic structure of H (dil,d,to).

To apply Maurey's probabilistic methods we still need the results about the

regularity of L-harmonic functions. These will be derived from properties of

the kernel function to be defined now.

First, it is well known that the measures of are mutually absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to each other. Let K(x,a) denote the Radon-Nikodym

derivative of tox with respect to to at Q e dil (i.e. K(x ,Q) = dœ2(Q)/dto.

Theorem 2.15 [C-F-M-S]. The map u:x —> K(x,Q) satisfies Lu = 0 in il.

Lemma 2.16. For each u e H (il,m), e > 0 and r > 0, there exists ô > 0

such that for each x eil with dist(x, Cß) > r we get

sup   \u(x) - u(y)\ < e\\u\\Hl,n
\x-y\<S

Proof. We first show that there exists ô' > 0 and C > 0, (depending only on

r ) such that for each x eil,

supf K2(y,Q)<C.
Q   J\x-y\<S'

Indeed, by [J-K, Lemma 1.11], for y e il

K(y,Q)<
to(A(y0,s))

where 5 = dist(_p,oß) and y0 e dil satisfies |^-y0| = s . By Theorem 2.6 and

Harnack's inequality for positive L-harmonic functions, for each 5 > 0 there

exists ns > 0 such that for each x e dil, we get œ(A(z,s)) > r]s. Putting

a' = 4 we obtain4

sup  [ K2(y,Q)dy<rj;2M2.
>€oaJ\x-v\<ó'QeoaJ\x-y\<ô'

Now we recall that K  is L-harmonic as a function of y.   By Di Giorgi's

theorem (cf. [G-T, Theorem 8.24]), which dominates the a-Lipschitz constant
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2
of an L-harmonic function by its L -norm, we obtain C > 0 such that for

each Q edil and x ,y eil

\K(x,Q)-K(y,Q)\<t1;2\x-y\a

where a depends on r. Now choose S > 0 such that nf,4Sa < e and estimate

\u(x)-u(y)\< [  (K(x,Q)-K(y,Q))u(Q)dw(Q)
Jdii

< sup \K(x,Q)-K(y,Q)\\\u\\     n
Qedil

^ £IMI/yi(il,<u)

provided \x - y\ < ô .

If we now feed the probabilistic machinery of B. Maurey [Ma] (see also Wol-

niewicz) [W] with Proposition 2.13 and Lemma 2.16, we obtain immediately

Theorem 2.20. The Hardy space H   b(il,a>) is isomorphic to a complemented

subspace dyadic H (ô).

Hence by Theorem 2.10, Theorem 1.4 and the Banach space decomposition

principle of Pelczynski we arrive at

Theorem 2.21. The Hardy spaces Hl(il,to), Hfob(il,to) and Hl(dil,d,to)

are isomorphic to dyadic H (ô).
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